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ABSTRACT. 
A hamiltonian formalism for description of nonlinear wave 

processes in plasma layer is developed. The general nonllnear 
set of equations, which is suatable for description of both 
weak turbulence effects (decay. scattertng ) and strong turbu
lence effects !modulational instability. solIton-type solu
tions etc} is derived. In the framework of these equations it 
is POSSible to investigate a Wide sphere of queStiOns of non
linear dynamiCS and kynet ics not o nly for surface or vol ume 
waves in plasma layer but also for their interactions. 

INTRODUCTION. 
A development of in vestigat ions in plasma phYSiCS, radio

phYSi CS, SOlid state phYSiCS etc as wel as a search of a new 
types of de vices for trestment and transmission of information, 
for generation and amplification o f microwaves etc stimulated 
an interest for nonlinear wave processes in spatially bounded 
structures [1,2). 

Ho wever , considerable difficulties under calculations 
WhiCh are tYPical u nder their theoretical description, even 
under some Simplifying assumpSions, as well as the equality of 
many of them from OSCillating-wave paint of Vi6W. Stimulated 
the use of universal mathematical tool - hamiltonian formalism 
for their description [3,4), It was earlier used mainly in 
bounded media. The exceptions are wave motions in o cean. After 
introduction of canonical and transmisSion to normal variables 
the media equations acquire standard, hamilto ni an form. This 
allows to eleborate the universal approach for investigation 
of variOus phenomena of an arbitrary phYSical nature. 

The aim of the present paper is the introduction and the 
use of hamiltonian formalism for description of nonlinear phe
nomena, whiCh are due to to interaction of high-frequency (HF) 
and lo w-frequen c y (LF) surface and volume waves in plasma 
layer. As an example, the potential waves of hoaogen.ous and 
isotrOpiC plasma are suggested. This really siaplest aodel 
allows to demonstrate more clearly a way to treat the forma
lism and its POSSibilities. But the way, it is highly produc
tive, bf':lcause it is a base for construction of nonlinear 
theory of modulatiOnal instability and collapse of langmiur 
wave~ [51 in bounded plasma . 

Among the works, which are devoted to self interaction 
of surface and interaCtion between surface and volume waves, 
it is POSS i ble to point out the wo rks [8,7] (see also a 
rewiews therein), where some particular cases of these proces
ses are considered. 
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BASIC EQUATIONS. L 
Suppose tha~ wave properties of plasma layer-L ~~ ~ 

bounded by dielectric t:::::c.cnS"t. are described by foilowing 
set o f equations: ... 

eN • .... ->J-> e., ~ {p 2'" () 
'Oi: +(\l.17 V. = - h1~ '1} - Vu V t:n ( 1 ) 

) ( 2 ) 

(3 ) 
) 

Here all notations are common-used. These equati0':ls are 
POSSible to be writ.ten in hamiltonian form [BJ. 

'0 Pol ~~ raq", 'l.~ p",=(~~) q~ =(::) -- iU --'Oi: sqJ 'd pol. 
(4 ) 

Where ('P~,hol. l, CAx.J..oll are canonically conjugated pairs 
of variables, <Pd. - velOCity potential, "'1 • ~ - are variables 
whiCh determine vorticle part of velOCity. symbols f,/~Pol.) S/f/lo( 
denote variational derivatives. Hamiltonian H is an energy of 
the sY8te. (1-3), expressed through the canonical variables. 
It can be eaSily obtained by integration of energy consi de 
ration law over all space With a fufilI_ent of condition of 
divergent ion equality zero at the interfaces. Let us call this 
condi tion as conservativity condition and its appearense can 
be expressed as follow: 

lb.= )Jt[-~~?(In.h~ 1\lndh.'!S~ +Q~h.<J'X~ ;J)<'1 ;~~ H}o (5) 

-'> 
",here 'Z..L are variables in a plane of interface (x,y), figure 
brackets denote a jump of corresponding substance at both 
boundaries. The most surpriSing and important thing is in fact 
that conserva~iving condition co mp letely determine all neces
sary boundary conditiOn, includlng so called ex tra boundary 
conditions (lJ. 

Further , it is necessary to make a Fourier transform on 
tran s l at ionally invariant variables and to make canonical 
variables a series expantion of hamiltonian and conservation 
conditi on H:: H<~I+ H(3)+ H(It)+ . .. , I.:: I~. + I~l+ . .. :;: O. 
Note, that follOWing notatiuns will be used further, e.g. 
ntik":: h..t(K,%,i:), and k = (k J(, k~ L If we assume H:: H(2) in 
equations (4) and take a corresponding condition I~) :: 0 then 
ou r task becomes an ordinary li near boundary task, Whi Ch 
follows from set (1-3). SolVing it, it is not difficult t.o 
obtai n field topographies and dispertion equa tions. And the 
ana lYSiS of them yields diSper!iOnS of all surface and voluae 
waves of plasma layer. 
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RESUI.TS OF NONLINEAR CALCULAT IONS. 
Nex~ prinC ip ial StEp 1S t o make a transition to normal 

variablps (co mplex wave amplitude). It is convenient to chose 
l.t en a forlll: e... 

(f) ~'!'1rs A'HL~\ 55-1f 
':1',;.\;: =L >-. ~<v(r) Ctll = L, F~~{i!){akil-a-Ic:V) 

5=1 ~:O S=~ .=. 
e "" 

h V'NS 
.. " =: L,. / ~y(r) ( 6 ) 

~-i Y:o 

t "" ( 00 

~" r 5 A S _ ",,,, S s". '\ 
YlJ< = L L.. 0<11(;» C.; =L L -tl<y(r) (Qk,,+Q-kV ) 

S=~ V=O 5:j I'. 
S 5 S 

Functions Fku(-iJ. NIC~{~) • f lt ,,(?) are corresponding 
solution of linear boundary task. Index is S;: l,2 .. .e denote 
a kind of solution, respectively: HF surface symmetrical, HF 
surface antisymmetrical, HF surface symmetrical, HF volume 
symmetrical, HF volume antisymmetrical, LF surface symmetrical 
etc, index is a number of discret volume mode. 

It is not difficult to verify that the transform (6) is a 
canonical one and reducees ham il tonian Het ) to a diagonal form 

H(2) ~ c; (... s S S-l' 
== L.. z,. )dk (,hv Q~" Q~~ (7) 

S =1 ;:0 

Set of equations (4) in nonlinear variables has the 
folloWing form: 

( B) 

and is the main equation in hamiltonian technique. All linear 
information about interacting waves is contained in dispertion 
l aw w~ and a ll nonlinear information i s contained in inter
action hamiltonian. The latter can be obtained by subs~itution 
of expreSSions (6) in hamiltonian H ( ~) and H ~} . expanSion: 

(,) \' ,,\ ... CASI
.. ," ns) S,~,I) 

~ L.L )J\(1~~ y/~,)Cy,(~)C4itJl\~v (~,it, it~)~~~~(91 s .,) 1 Z "3 ' (IIrf.\'.,.+ll,3) 
12"3 123 

L. 

'1)5,\,S) ->; ... )5 i- (J {M S1 ['dr,j.~,~, 'd.d~!Vl 
;'~2~3(~','h=L2m,j):t ~t'Yj 'Oz 'Oz - (10) 

'" - L 
~ ~ r 51 r S ) I 1 h"lT~ S, S\ $)} 

- k,\c, rd.',v, rol~';3 j -"3 h,~ N,j.kl~1 Nri.w,)/,N"K;V, 
ExpreSSion (S) c an be reduced to: 
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Hl>'L " " ({v.: S,I,}] \I¥ S, 0) 50S,S) So -¥ S,'f \.j(J 
- Ls L) V,Y;Y1. Q"'I a.,v, a'3~' + U~ "2V' Ok " 0, V 0"31. y. Jf' (11) 

123 1'123 ~ l.j ill,! 2 Z 5 '123 

? 'S"'" '""' --"""' , ...... where - =. s'-, ~s,<- IS analogo us f or LJ • dku3:: ~/('1'ofk2~l(3 and 
S.'l.~ ,S~}~T' ')-- ... lJ~S7~1(--' 1 d 

coeffitlents Y""I>~\I>(I4'I,ltl~~); V'~lVl .\Wl~).)are ca Ie ma'trlX elements. 
Hamiltonian H~J and corresponding matrix elements are deter
mined analogously. 

Particularly, from equations (8), one can get the set of 
equations, which describes an interaction on HF and LF wabes 
of arbitrary nature ( they can be two surface waves, or tWO 
volume waves, also onB of them is surface wave, omother is 
volume wave), 

SUMMARY . 
To conclude one can pOint out that hamiltonian forma lism 

is a very effective for investigetion of nonlinear wave 
processes in bounded plasmal ike media. Boundary conditions are 
obtained from a concervativity condition. The solution of 
linear boundary task is enough to calculate the matriX ele
ments. They automatically posseed a ll necessery transform 
allows to leave only a number of standart hamiltonians and 
this conSiderably reduces necessery calculatiOns. All peculia
rities of the media can be forgotten after calculations of 
matriX elements . The general methods of invest igations, deve
loped for boundless media (3), can be applied for equations 
(8). A knowledge of matriX elements allows to determine 
rather Simply the instability increme nt s , the cors of kine
tiC equations, to obtain from (8) shortened equations like 
Blambergen, Korteveg-de - Vreez, Kadomtsev-Petviashvili, Non
linear Shrodinger equations etc. Analogously it is POSSible 
to conSider another kinds of boundaries, e.g. plasma-plasma, 
plasma-metal, as well as another geometries. The nonpotentia
Iity (electromagnetic effects) and external magnetiC field 
taking into account are pOSSible (9J. 
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